THE  SPANISH  WAR
woods held out, and the Nationalists had lost heavily for
a gain of only a hundred yards or so.
The Reds all this time were receiving unashamed aid
from across the French frontier. The consumption of
small arms ammunition was enormous, but their ammuni-
tion columns received hundreds of thousands of rounds
each night from France. Their unskilled use of machine-
guns and automatic rifles—later the Reds were to learn
how to look after these delicate arms—had put scores of
them out of action, but here again spare guns and spare
parts were taken across from France every night.
It was not until September 2 that the next push was
attempted, and this time, with plenty of heavy and light
artillery, it was successful, with comparatively trifling
losses.   The Red trenches were plastered with high ex-
plosives, and many Red comrades early thought it safer to
withdraw to Irun and join in the more congenial and less
dangerous work of looting houses and setting them on fire.
Punctually at noon the Nationalist batteries opened
fire.   Then at one o'clock the barrage shifted to over the
Puenta ridge, and suddenly I saw a glint of bayonets m the
patch of wood that we observers for facility of reference
had dubbed "T" wood.   Five files of men emerged at a
slow walking pace—remember the slope they were climb-
ing was very steep—and then deployed.   Two flags were
being carried.   From time to time a man fell, but the line
moved slowly onwards, and then it reached the crest and
the flags were planted in a couple of redoubts.
It was evident that the next stage of the fight would be
on the reverse slopes of the Puenta, and so with three
companions I hurried over the French hills to a fresh
point of observation. I say the French hills, for they were
almost as much under fire as those on the Spanish side.
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